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The Fire at Colney Hatch Lunatic
Asylum.

IN the early hours of the morning of Jan. 27th there

occurred a tragedy so appalling in its suddenness and

heartrending by reason of its attendant circumstances that

the barest and briefest record of the event brings horror to
the mind. The temporary wards at Colney Hatch Asylum,
which contained some 330 persons of unsound mind, together
with 40 members of the asylum staff, were destroyed in a very
short space of time by fire, the total loss of life being 52, all
women. The block of buildings concerned was composed of
a one-storeyed parallelogram constructed of corrugated iron
and wood and lined with varnished matchboarding. Through
the centre of the construction ran a corridor and the block of

temporary buildings was connected at its southern end by
another corridor with the main buildings of the asylum. At

both ends of the temporary block were boiler-houses, and
near the boiler-house at the southern end was a store-room

for linen. In this store-room the fire is said to have begun.
The buildings were heated by hot water and lighted by gas.
The fire was first noticed by a nurse who at 5.30 A. M.

saw smoke coming from the store-room. She at once

pulled the electric fire-alarm and the fireman on duty
sounded the steam whistle- This called out the asylum
brigade, but the ward known as X 5 was already on fire,
and within ten minutes the contiguous ward, X 4, was

alight also. By this time the local fire brigades had

arrived and the Metropolitan Fire Brigade had been

rung up. The asylum itself had no fire-engine but

had steam pumps which, according to Dr. W. J.

SEWARD, the resident medical officer, had plenty of

water. The fire-engines when they came up had a diffi-

culty in obtaining water and a brook which flows at the
bottom of the slope on which the buildings stood had to be
dammed before they could be adequately fed. The artesian

well in the asylum was out of order, so that water had to be
obtained from the Barnet Water Company’s mains, but the

supply was not constant. There was a high wind blowing
at the time, at the storm rate, it is said, of 40 miles

per hour, and this of course greatly accelerated the

progress of the fire. The asylum staff, including the

nurses and the resident medical officer, who escaped in
their night clothes, worked heroically to rescue the patients,
as did also the firemen and the police upon their arrival, but

considering the force of the wind, the construction of the

buildings, and the helpless condition of the inmates it is a
wonder that so many were saved as was the case. A

holocaust might have occurred. The trees on the wind-

ward side of the building, even those close at hand,
were scarcely scorched, while on the leeward side for yards
away both grass and trees were utterly destroyed, proving
that the buildings were almost immediately converted into

a fiery furnace. The temporary buildings, for they were 
called temporary, had been passed by the Home Office

only last year for a further period of five years, so

that it must be assumed that their dangerous character in
view of such a catastrophe escaped attention. It is possible
that the mental affliction of the victims was a blessing
rather than an aggravation of the disaster, for many of them
would not be likely to realise their danger and would

thus escape the agonies of apprehension. So far as can be

ascertained most of the unfortunate women were suffocated

rather than burned to death, for most of the bodies were
found lying on the beds, proving early stupefaction.
In the presence of a calamity such as this but little can be
said. No lurid descriptions can increase the horror of a fire
at a lunatic asylum ; the combination of events is always
recognised as one of the most terrific of human tragedies.
It is a matter to be thankful for that the spread of the fire
appears to have been no one’s fault. The water-supply,
though presumably not deficient for domestic purposes,
seems to have been useless to feed the fire-engines, and the
construction of the buildings, together with the high wind,
made the course of the conflagration very rapid. All that

could be done by everyone concerned was done and we can
but offer our sympathy to the relatives of the dead, quarum
animabus grropieietur Deus. We are not minimising their

grief when we allude with joy to the fact that none of the
resident staff in the asylum lost their lives. This crowning
point of tragedy was added in the last important fire which
took place in an English lunatic asylum, for it will be

remembered that in the destruction of Dr. R. BoyD’g.

asylum at Southall in 1883 Dr. BOYD himself perished
(as did his elder son who was staying with him at the

time).

The Abuse of Medical Charity.
To induce in the lay mind a proper estimate of the mani-fold evils of the abuse of medical charity is a task which

weighs heavily upon the medical man and which has to be
undertaken by the medical press with no sanguine hope of
result. No subject, perhaps, has more frequently exercised
our powers of argument, and there is scarcely any subject to
which we are more ready to turn at any moment when it

appears that the cause of the proper exercise of charity
may be furthered or the abuse of hospitals and kindred in-
stitutions may in some way be diminished ; but we do

not flatter ourselves that the public is much better in.

structed. We have insisted before now upon the two-

sided evils which arise from the abuse of medical charity.
The medical profession, obviously enough, suffers by a

diversion from the consulting-room of the practitioner to

the out-patient room of a hospital of persons who can

afford, and are probably willing if the case were repre-
sented to them, to pay fees for the medical labours that

they exact. The public, on the other hand, suffer also

and suffer a double wrong : firstly, the funds of the

charitable are expended upon patients for whose assistance
they were never intended ; and, secondly, the demoralising
effect which unnecessary pauperisation inevitably produces
is wrought upon a section of the community. All those

inducements to thrift, foresight, and prudent behaviour
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the day of illness or accident are negatived if he can see

a certain refuge whenever the evil day should chance to
arrive. If the first aim of charity is to provide for those
who are unprovided for, the second should be to teach men
that they are helped who help themselves.
On this occasion we revert to the question of hospital

abuse not because we have a new and far-reaching remedy
to propose, nor because we have been brought into contact
with some particularly flagrant example-that, alas, might
call for a leading article once every week. The reason for

our remarks is in this instance a matter of congratula-
tion, for we revert to the subject because of the sound

and strongly expressed opinion of a non-medical speaker.
Mr. F. H. BENTHAM at the Bradford Liberal Club a few

days ago gave a lecture upon &deg;’ Bradford Charities and Poor-
law Administration," which contained passages showing
that it is possible for a man who has no personal concern
with the medical profession to appreciate thoroughly, and
to give expression to his ideas concerning, the harm caused
by the injudicious exercise of medical charity. Mr.

BENTHAM pointed with no uncertain finger to loopholes for
easy abuse that exist in the administration of some hos-

pitals in Bradford. The Children’s Hospital has, he said,
no system of recommendation ; children are admitted into
the institution without inquiry as to the circumstances of

their parents. In another direction he showed how the

funds of the Royal Infirmary, though not employed to

succour those who ought to be paying for medical advice,
yet were spent in helping a class who ought to come under
the jurisdiction of the Poor-law. Mr. BENTHAM criticised

severely the tendency of some institutions to make them-

selves "popular " at all costs-at the cost certainly of includ-

ing in their clientele through laxity of inspection many

persons who have no right to medical relief without making
a proper pecuniary return for it. With such criticism we

wish to express our complete sympathy. Whether urged on

by heedless philanthropy or by eagerness in the. prosecution
of scientific work there is no doubt that the governing bodies
of many hospital charities admit within their doors hundreds
of patients whose free treatment is a disgrace to themselves
and an unjustifiable deprivation of the medical practitioners’
means of livelihood. By such patients the funds of

our hospitals are diverted from their proper channels, while
the out-patient departments of these institutions become so
overcrowded that the serious illnesses of the genuine poor
run a risk of not receiving adequate attention. In conclu-

sion Mr. BENTHAM urged the formation of a charities board
for Bradford so as by coordinating the local charities to

secure efficiency and economy.
The grievances which Mr. BENTHAM disclosed and dis-

cussed at Bradford may be taken as typical of those arising
from improperly controlled hospital charity in nearly every
large city of England. There has been within recent years an
enormous increase in the number of those obtaining treat-
ment in free hospitals, particularly as out-patients, and that
increase is more than proportionate to the increase in popula-
tion. The final remedy for such a state of affairs must come

through a rise in the education of the public as regards this

question and through unanimous opinion and concerted J
action in the ranks of the medical profession. The day,

is looked for when a person will feel ashamed to be the

recipient of advice at a hospital knowing that he can afford
to pay something for it to a practitioner outside, and when.
on the other hand, if he is not so ashamed he will be

refused the unwarranted free assistance which he demands.

The difficulties of properly limiting charity we know only too
well. We look to improved public opinion to remove these
difficulties and we welcome such speeches as Mr. BENTHAM’S
as important, because likely to impress upon the masses as
well as upon the classes the necessity of giving thought to
the right uses of medical charity.

An Impeachment of the National
Health.

THE current number of the Contemporary Review contains
a very interesting article by Major-General Sir FREDERICK
MAURICE entitled "National Health: a Soldier’s Study."
The article is the outcome of investigations made by this

distinguished soldier and author into the material that

offers itself to the recruiting sergeant and into the

amount of work that the country obtains from the

material so recruited. For some seven years it has

been one of Sir FREDERICK MAURICE’S duties to visit

the Herbert Hospital for the purpose of sanctioning the

discharge from the army of men who have been certified

by a medical board as no longer fit for the service. It

occurred to him that an alarming proportion of these men
had involved the State in considerable expense for which

they had given no return. An inquiry into the matter, made
with the assistance of the Inspector-General of Recruiting,
revealed the fact that out of every five men offering them-
selves for enlistment in the army only two will be found in
the army as effective soldiers by the end of two years’ service.
In giving these figures Sir FREDERICK MAURICE points out
that enlistment is effected after a twofold investigation into
the claims of the candidate ; for, firstly, the recruiting
sergeants do not present to the medical officers men who

obviously do not fulfil the physical requirements ; and,

secondly, the medical officers have standards to which every
recruit must conform. When the recruit has passed both the

rough and the scientific scrutiny he comes to the third test
of his fitness to be a soldier-the test of actual service. Of

five men, therefore, who tell the recruiting sergeant that they
desire to join the colours only two will be found as soldiers
in two years’ time. Sometimes the sergeant, sometimes the
medical officer, and sometimes the practical work of a

soldier’s life interferes with their desire, but from one cause
or another the proportion 5 : 2 represents the regular wastage.
This is an appalling fact at a time when the question of
where to get men for our army has become of such vital

importance, for we doubt if even during the Napoleonic
struggles more apprehension was felt on this subject than
was felt in England during the earlier stages of the Boer war,
when all our available army was engaged in South Africa,
while events in Asia made a huge struggle in the far East

by no means a remote possibility. It behoves everyone to

see if such a wastage is necessary, for the question of how
to obtain recruits for our army would be solved at once if

only, say, four of the five willing candidates for the ranks


